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Grade 3 Pamphlet 

 / فصل ثاني الثـالثمذكرة الصف 
 ليزيةــــة إ[ــــلغ
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Unit 5 

 

 

 

〞《┞ year ┕┷ポ after 

ｴ┟ぅ / ‒┯ﾔ march ╉｠╂ before 

ｳ┮و National  ┙┋┿╊ا dawn 

 ぅ fast┧‒م ぅ Day‒م

 ベ┢ street  ｳ┷ぅ meanرع

 うぇ‶ ┕ぇ┶ birthday ┙【┢ monthد

┑┿《ぅ blow out ج┙ﾔ go out 

〞┷ﾙ candle ┕┊ grandfather 

 ぅ visit┛ور
 اポ〉 ┶¨ او ┒ベل

 ポ》━ ┶¨ او ┒ベل
cousin 

〞╋┿┎ party ةう┦ prayer 

〞ぅ┕』 present ¨╂ر number 
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るルシャや ケヱヰセ Months of the year 

 

January ケΑゅルΑ July ヱΑャヱΑ 

February ケΑやケよプ August サヅシビぺ 

March サケゅョ September ケよョゎよシ 

April メΑケよや October ケよヱゎミぺ 

May ヱΑゅョ November ケよョプヱル 

June  ヱΑルヱΑ December  ケよョシΑキ 
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るΑよΑゎケゎャや キやキハΙや Ordinal numbers 

 
First 1st メヱΕや Twenty first 21st ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ ヵキゅエャや 
Second 2nd  ヶルゅんャや Twenty second  22nd ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ ヶルゅんャや 
Third 3rd  ゑャゅんャや Twenty third 23rd ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ ゑャゅんャや 
Fourth 4th ノよやゲャや twenty fourth 24th ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ ノよやゲャや 
Fifth 5th ザョゅガャや Twenty fifth 25th ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ ザョゅガャや 
Sixth 6th サキゅジャや twenty sixth 26th ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ サキゅジャや 
Seventh 7th ノよゅジャや Twenty seventh 27th ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ ノよゅジャや 
Eighth 8th  リョゅんャや Twenty eighth  28th ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ リョゅんャや 
Ninth 9th ノシゅわャや Twenty ninth 29th ラヱゲゼバャや ヱ ノシゅわャや 
Tenth  10th ゲセゅバャや Thirtieth  30th  ラヲをΚんャや 
Eleventh 11th ゲゼハ ヵキゅエャや Thirty first 31st  ラヲをΚんャや ヱ ヵキゅエャや 
Twelfth  12th  ゲゼハ ヶルゅんャや  

Thirteenth 13th  ゲゼハ ゑャゅんャや 
Fourteenth 14th ゲゼハ ノよやゲャや 
Fifteenth 15th ゲゼハ ザョゅガャや 
Sixteenth  16th ゲゼハ サキゅジャや 
Seventeenth 17th ゲゼハ ノよゅジャや 
Eighteenth 18th  ゲゼハ リョゅんャや 
Nineteenth  19th ゲゼハ ノシゅわャや 
Twentieth 20th ラヱゲゼバャや 
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ヶッゅヨャや  ネケゅツヨャや ヴレバヨャや 
ヶルゅを ブΑゲダゎ メヱや フΑケタゎ 

prayed pray ぃ╋┧ぅ 
fasted fast م‒┧ぅ 
started start أ┕｠ぅ 
visited visit ور┛ぅ 
happened happen ث┕ﾓ 
ate eat ╉╆ロ 
drank drink ب┙┣ぅ 
saw see ى┙ぅ 
sang sing ｳ┻ぅ 
gave give ぃ┯┷ぅ 

 

ヅΑシよャや ネケゅッョャや Present Simple 
 

o :ولゅا ┽ぅ┙┧┃╊ا 〈‶ ┭ぇ┟｠╊رع اベ┫ﾇن ا‒╇┃ぅ 

 اベ｠┆ゅت=  

every Ramadan. 

fast 

I 

You 

We 

They 

plays 
He (Ali) 

She (Huda) 

It (Cat) 
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o  メバヘヤャ フΑッル)s(  キバよ ¬ゅィ やクや)it –she  –he ( :キケヘョ ュシや ヵぺ ヱや 

in Ramadan. sfastAli  -              

the National Day. scelebrateHaya always  -              

necklaces. ssellThis shop  -              

ルャや⇒⇒ヘ⇒⇒⇒⇒⇒ヶ: 

eat after dawn in Ramadan. don’tWe  -              

eat during the day of Ramadan. doesn’tHaya  -              
 ノッル ヶヘルャや キルハdon’t   ヱぺdoesn’t   .メバヘャや メよホ 

 
o :ノョ ヅΑシよャや ネケゅッョャや ヶゎほΑ 

ベ[ピدا always ╉╆ every…. 

》ベぇ┎ا sometimes دةベ┶ usually 

 

correct verb:Choose the  

         1- We always (give – gave - gives) zakat. 

         2- I (buy – buys - buying) new clothes every Eid. 

         3- Amal (go – went – goes) to the mosque with her Mum.  

         4- We (read – reads - reading) English at school. 
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ヅΑシよャや ヶッゅョャや Past Simple 

 

o :｢ベ┇╊ا ┽ぅ┙┧┃╊ا 〈‶ ┭ぇ┟｠╊ا ぃ┪ベﾇن ا‒╇┃ぅ 

 := اベ｠┆いت

my uncle yesterday. visitedI  -         

Sara last week. metWe  -         

 

:ヶヘレャや = 

visit my uncle yesterday.didn’t I  -         

Sara last week.meet  didn’tWe  -         

o   uロ:┵‶ ┭ぇ┟｠╊ا ぃ┪ベﾇا 

ぃ┪ベﾇا.... Last……. ┝‶ا yesterday 

 

Choose the correct answer: 

      1- What (happen – happened – happens) yesterday.  

      2- We (buy – bought – buys) a new villa last week. 

      3- Salem (swim – swam - swims) in the sea yesterday. 

      4- Mum (made – makes - make) a cake last night. 

      5- I (went – go - going) to the zoo last Friday.  
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 ケィャや フヱケェ Prepositions 

 

in –on  –at  

o  ケィャや フケェ ヶゎほΑ(at)  :れゅハゅシャや メよホ 

6 o’clock. at= I get up  

half past seven. at= We go to school  

o  ケィャや フケェ ヶゎほΑ(on) :ュゅΑΕや メよホ 

Friday.  on= We don’t go to school  

of February. th25 on= The National Day is  

o  ケィャや フケェ ヶゎほΑ(in)  ケヱヰセャや メよホ ヱラΑルシャや: 

Ramadan. in= Muslims fast  

2010. in= I was born  

 

 

ュΑホケゎャや Punctuation 

 

o ケΑよミ フケェよ るヤョィャや ぺキよゎ(ABC)  :(Capital Letter) 

e like school.W=  

 

o ¬ゅョシぺ ュゅΑΕや ( ケΑよミ フケェよ ぺキよゎABC:) (Capital Letter) 

aturday.S= I go to the club on  

 
o  よカャや るヤョィャや ヶヰゎルゎケ Αるヅボルよ る  :).((Full Stop) 

.= My mum cooks meat 

 

o  ュゅヰヘゎシや るョΚバよ メやぼシャや ヶヰゎルΑ(?): (Question Mark) 

?= Where do you live 
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れゅよΑケキゎ Exercises 

Reading 

Vocabulary -A 
Choose the correct word from a, b and c: 

1- …………………. school, I go home. 

a- After  b- Before  c- When 

2- In Ramadan, Muslims mustn’t eat or drink…………………. sunset. 

a- after  b- before  c- at 

3- I always get up early at………………….  

a- candle  b- present  c- dawn 

4- Ramadan is a holy………………….  

a- month  b- number  c- party 

5- We like Taraweeh …………………. in Ramadan. 

a- birthday  b- prayer  c- cousin 

6- I visit my…………………. on the second day of Eid. 

a- candles  b- streets  c- cousins 

7- I like to…………………. out the candles on my birthday. 

a- visit  b- go   c- blow 

8- On 25th February, Kuwaitis …………………. in the streets with flags. 

a- march  b- visit  c- blow 

9- I get many…………………. on my birthday. 

a- presents  b- streets  c- months 

     10- My …………………. gives me money on Eid Al-Fitre. 

a- Prayer  b- birthday  c- grandfather 
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Reading Comprehension -B 

Read the following text and answer: 
 
           
 
 
 
          Ramadan is a holy month. All Muslims fast in Ramadan. They don’t 
eat or drink in the day. They eat before dawn and after sunset. They give 
zakat and visit each other. The festival of Eid Al-Fitr comes after Ramadan. 
a) Choose the correct answer: 
 

1- Ramadan is a holy……………………….. 
a- day  b- month   c- year 

 
2- In Ramadan, people eat before down and after ……………………….. 

a- noon  b- morning   c- sunset 
 

3- People go to the………………………..to pray. 
a- mosque  b- school   c- club 

 
b) Answer the following question: 

4- What comes after Ramadan?    
…………………………………………………………………….. 
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Writing 
A) Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: 
1- I always ……………………..my grandfather and grandmother. 

      a- visit                  b- visits                 c- visited   
  

2- Yesterday, my father ……………………the zakat. 
      a- give                  b- gave                  c- giving     
       

3- What ………………………after Ramadan? 
      a- happens            b- happen              c- happened 

 
4- We usually ………………………..out with our family. 

      a- go                     b- went                  c- goes 
 

5- Kuwait National Day is……………………February. 
      a- at                       b- on                     c- in 

 
6- I sometimes go shopping……………………Friday. 

       a- at                       b- on                    c- in 
 

of June. ndI was born …………………..2 -7 
       a- at                       b- on                    c- in 

 
8- We must go to school …………………..7:30. 

       a- at                       b- on                    c- in 
 

9- Ahmed is the best pupil. He is the ……………….in his class. 
       a- one                    b- Two                 c- first 

 
10- February is the…………………….month of the year. 

       a- two                    b- second             c- third 
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Writing -B 

Form Sentences about (Ramadan) with the help of these pictures and 
 words: 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

fast - Ramadan read - Quran pray - mosque 

 
 
 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

C) Punctuate the following sentence: 

here do you live _ w       

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………          B   
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るヤヨイャや リΑヲムわャ るョゅワ れゅヌェΚョ 
 モハゅプ ヴヤハ るヤヨイャや ヵヲわエゎ ラや ょイΑモバプヱ :ンゲカぺ ¬やゴィぺ ヱ 

:ヶゎΙゅミ メゅムセや るΑゲらガャや るヤヨイヤャ 
メヱΕや モムゼャや: 

モバプ モハゅプ 
play. I 
eat. You 
 We 
 They 
 He  (Ali) 
 She (Eman) 
 It (Cat) 

 
ヶルゅんャや モムゼャや 

メヲバヘョ モバプ モハゅプ 
football play I  

  You 
books.   

   
   
   
   

 
 ゑャゅんャや モムゼャや 

るヤヨムゎ メヲバヘョ モバプ モハゅプ 
in the club football play I  

with my friends    
    
    
    
    
    

 
 メヱギイャや るゃらバゎ ょャゅトャや ヴヤハ     ヴレバョ れやク モヨイよ.  
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Unit 6 

 

 

ソやヲビ diver ケゅジΑ left 

ソヲビ diving リΒヨΑ right 

ギΒヘェ grandson るわプΙ sign 

メゅヘわェや festival ユΒボわジョ モムゼよ straight on 

ゅらェゲョ welcome ケヱゲヨャや りケゅセや traffic lights 

ゲミグわΑ remember  るΑヲヤカ ヮワゴル picnic 

ヶッゅョ past ヂΑゲョ sick 

ヴトハや gave ¬ヶトよ slow 

ゴもゅプ winner ノΑゲシ fast 

ベゅらシ race ソゅよ bus 

るヤガル palm ケゅトョ airport 

リΒらΑ show ゲプゅジΑ   travel 

グΑグャ delicious キケヱ flowers 

ヵヲホ strong りぽャぽャ pearl 
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モらボわジヨャや Future 

 
:リョ ラヲムわΑ ヵグャや モらボわジヨャや ヴヤハ ょャゅトャや フゲバわΑ = 

 
will (’ll) + ケギダヨャや ヶプ モバヘャや 

 
 I will go to Failaka tomorrow. 
 We’ll have a picnic next week. 

:ノョ モらボわジヨャや ヶゎほΑ = 
 

tomorrow やギビ next  ュキゅボャや 
 

- He (see – will see – saw) a film tomorrow. 
- They (buy – bought – will buy) a new car next week. 
- Eman will (do – does – doing) her homework after school. 

 
れゅワゅイゎΙや Directions 

 
:るΒゎΓや れやケゅセΙや ヱや れゅワゅイゎΙや ヴヤハ ょャゅトャや フゲバわΑ = 

 
Left. 

 

 

Right. 

 

 

Go straight on . 
 

- Where is the boat to Failaka?  - Go right. 
- How can I get to the supermarket? - It is on the left. 
- Where’s the mosque?    - Go straight on. 
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 :モボレャや モもゅシヱ モらホ (by) ゲイャや フゲェ ょャゅトャや ュギガわジΑ = 
by plane, by bus, by car, by boat………. 
I will go to Qatar (by- on - in) plane. 

 ナヘェ ょャゅトャや ヴヤハ ょイΑモもゅシヱ るΒャゅわャや モボレャや: 
plane – car – bus – boat – bike – ship 

 
れゅヘダャや Adjectives 

 
:モんョ ¬ヶセ ヱや ゾガセ ブダゎ るヨヤミ ヶワ るヘダャや = 

 

* Ahmed is tall. 
        .ヶワ ゅヨミ るヘダャゅよ ヶゎほル ¬ヶセ ヱや ゾガセ ブタヲャ  

 ** Ahmed is taller than Ali. 
 .るヘダャや ギバよ er than         ブΒツル リΒレをや リΒよ るルケゅボヨヤャ  

 

れゅらΑケギゎ Exercises 
Reading 

Vocabulary -A 
Choose the correct word from a, b and c: 

1- Go straight on. The mosque is on the ……….………. 

a- right  b- sign  c- airport 

 

2- Look at this street ……….……….. It says you mustn’t cross. 

a- after  b- before  c- sign 

 

3- It’s fine today. Let’s have a ………………………. 

         a- candle  b- picnic  c- dawn 
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4- Ali is ……….……….. He must see the doctor. 

         a- sick  b- fast  c- winner 

 

5- We have to stop at the red ……….………. light. 

a- birthday  b- pearl  c- traffic 

 

6- The car is fast, but the bike is ……….………. 

a- strong  b- slow  c- delicious 

 

7- I like my mother’s cake. It is……….………. 

      a- fast  b- slow  c- delicious 

 

8- We go to the ……….……….to travel by plane. 

      a- palm  b- airport  c- grandson 

 

9- I can win the swimming……….………. 

a- race  b- bus  c- flower 

 

         10- My father……….……….me some small desert animals. 

a- showed  b- raced  c- remembered 
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Reading Comprehension -B 

Read the following text and answer: 
 
        
 
 
   
         Ali and Haya went to Failaka last week. They went with Polly. They 
went by boat. They saw lots of fish. They also saw many people in big ships. 
Polly arrived first because she flew. 
 
Choose the correct answer: 
 

1- Ali and Haya went to ……….……….last  week. 
a- Failaka  b- Salmiya  c- Kuwait City 

 
2- You can see lots of ……….……….in Failaka. 

a- cars  b- fish  c- schools 
 

3- Polly arrived ……….……….because she flew. 
a- first  b- second  c- third 

 
b) Answer the following question: 

 

4- What are the pictures about?    
…………………………………………………………………….. 
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Writing 
A) Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: 
1- I always ……………………..by plane. 

      a- travel               b- travels                 c- travelled   
  

2- We………………………to Failaka last week. 
      a- go                     b- went                  c- goes     
       

3- We will …………………. to the harbour by car. 
      a- go                     b- went                  c- going     

 
4- My family…………………….Failaka next week. 

      a- visit                   b- visited               c- will visit 
 

5- I go to school ………………………car. 
      a- by                      b- with                   c- on 

 
6- Go straight……………………. . The market is on the right. 

       a- at                       b- on                    c- in 
 

7- The elephant is……………………..than the dog. 
       a- big                     b- bigger              c- bigger than 

 
8- The giraffe is ……………………..than the lion. 

       a- tall                      b- taller than        c- taller 
 

9- Salem will be the winner……………………. 
       a- yesterday            b- today               c- tomorrow. 

 
10- The next bus leaves ……………………… ten o’clock. 

       a- at                         b- on                   c- in 
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Writing -B 

) with the help of these pictures and FailakaForm Sentences about (
 words: 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

Failaka - beautiful go - boat sit - tree 

 
 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

C) Punctuate the following sentence: 

s visit Failaka_et’l       

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit 7  

 

 

ケギヰΑ / ノΒツΑ waste りケゅΒカ cucumber 

るャゅよコ rubbish るハケゴョ farm 

ブΒヌル clean るャヱやゲプ strawberries 

るィゅィコ bottle ょバヤョ playground 

モΒヨィ beautiful ノΒよケ spring 

ユヰョ important ブΒタ summer 

ゲトヨョ rainy ブΑゲカ autumn 

ザヨゼョ sunny ¬ゅわセ winter 

ウΑケ wind ゲトョ rain 

ブタゅハ windy  めプやキ warm 

ユもゅビ cloudy りキヱゲらヤャ モもゅョ cool 

れやゲジムョ nuts るレジャや メヲダプ seasons 

ナヘエΑ keep ¬やゲエタ desert 

  ネケゴΑ / れゅらル plant 
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テΒジらャや ネケゅツヨャや Present Simple  

 
o :メヱΕや ブΑゲダわャや リョ ラヲムわΑ ヵグャや テΒジらャや ネケゅツヨャや リョコ りギェヲャや ログワ ノィやゲゎ 

- I always visit my cousins. 
- She usually visits her aunt.  
- We (play – plays – played) football every week. 
- My mother sometimes (walk – walking – walks) on the beach. 

 
テΒジらャや ヶッゅヨャや Past Simple  

 
o  リョコ りギェヲャや ログワ ノィやゲゎヶッゅヨャや  ブΑゲダわャや リョ ラヲムわΑ ヵグャや テΒジらャやヶルゅんャや: 

- We had a nice picnic yesterday. 
- I played football last Monday. 
- Salma (help – helps – helped) her mother yesterday. 
- Ali (watched – watch – watches) a film last week. 
-  

ギィヲΑ There is 
There are 

 
)キケヘョヤャ( キィヱΑ There is 

There is a rabbit in the hat.  

There is some water in the bottle 

 

)ノョィヤャ( キィヱΑ There are 
There are 4 apples on the table. 
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Choose the correct answer: 

        1- …………………..an apple tree in our garden. 
            a- There is                     b- There are 
        2- There …………………..some boys in the club. 

            a- is                                 b- are 

        3- …………………..there anything to eat? 

             a- Is                                 b- Are 

       4- …………………..three books in my bag. 

             a- There is                     b- There are 
 
 

れゅヘダャや るルケゅボョ Comparative adjectives  
 

o  るヘダヤャ ブΒツル リΒレをや リΒよ るルケゅボヨャや ギレハer: 
- Ahmed is tall, but Sami is taller. 
- Nora is taller than Haya. 
- The lion is (big – bigger – bigger than) than the cat. 
-  Faten is (shorter – short – the short) than her brother. 

  
ゲョΕや メゅバプぺ Imperatives  

 
ゅトハΘャ¬ :るプゅッま ラヱギよ モバヘャゅよ ぺギらル ラや ょイΑ ゲョや 

- Do exercises to keep fit. 

- Write your homework. 

o  ノツル ラや ょイΑ ヶヰル モヨバャDon’t :モバヘャや モらホ 
- Don’t play in the street. 
- Don’t sleep late. 
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れゅらΑケギゎ Exercises 
Reading 

Vocabulary -A 
Choose the correct word from a, b and c:  

1- My mum buys tomatoes and…………………..to make salad. 

a- strawberry b- cucumber c- nuts 

2- We enjoyed our picnic on the………………….. 

a- season  b- rubbish  c- farm 

3- Trees are beautiful and green in………………….. 

a- spring  b- summer  c- autumn 

4- …………………..is cool in Kuwait 

a- Winter  b- Summer  c- Autumn 

5- It is…………………..in autumn 

a- beautiful b- windy  c- clean 

6- Polly likes to eat………………….. 

a- cucumber b- nuts  c- rain 

7- We go to the…………………..to play football. 

a- rubbish  b- nuts  c- playground 

8- It is …………………..to keep your room clean. 

a- cloudy  b- warm  c- important 

9- Never…………………..your time. 

a- keep  b- waste  c- plant 

     10- My brother drinks a …………………..of juice every day. 

a- bottle  b- rubbish  c- desert 
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Reading Comprehension -B 

Read the following text and answer: 
        

 
               Ali’s father has got a big farm in Al-Wafra. He has got date trees on 

his farm. Dates like the weather in Kuwait. Ali and Haya go there every 
weekend. They help their father give the trees some water. 

a) Choose the correct answer: 
1- Ali’s …………………..has got a big farm. 

a- uncle   b- father   c- grandfather 

 

2- There are …………………..trees on the farm. 

a- Apple  b- date   c- mango 

 

3- I can see a …………………..in the picture. 

a- elephant  b- goat   c- cow 

 

question:b) Answer the following  

 

4- How do Ali and Haya help their father?   
…………………………………………………………………….. 
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Writing 
A) Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: 
1- We always ………………….. our uncle’s farm in winter. 

      a- visit                  b- visits                 c- visited   
  

2- I ………………… autumn. It is warmer than winter. 
      a- like                   b- likes                  c- liked     
       

3- What ………………………after Ramadan? 
      a- happens            b- happen              c- happened 

 
4- Spring is ……………………. than summer. 

      a- cool                  b- cooler                c- coolest 
 

5- There ……………………some water in the bottle. 
      a- am                     b- is                      c- are 

 
6- There …………………. some strawberries on the table. 

      a- am                     b- is                      c- are 
 

7- Don’t …………………..water, Haya. 
      a- waste                 b- wastes              c- wasting 

 
8- ………………….., there isn’t a lot of water in the desert. 

       a- Remember        b- Remembers     c- Remembering 
 

9- There …………………..a lot of sand on the beach. 
       a- am                     b- is                      c- are    

     
10- There …………………..a lot of stars in the sky at night. 

a- am                     b- is                      c- are   
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Writing -B 
Form sentences with the help of the guided words and pictures: 

 

1- feel – cold – winter 

 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

2- sun – hot – summer 

 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

3- don’t – like – rain 

 

…………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

C) Punctuate the following sentence: 

here do you live _ w       

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Unit 8 

 

 

ゅボェ really りギバョ stomach 

ペヤガΑ create ユャぽΑ hurt 

ノもやケ wonderful ¬やヱキ medicine 

ユャゅハ world ウΒエタ healthy 

るゃΒよ environment ヵコゅビ fizzy 

ュΚジよ peacefully モツプや better 

りキゅバジよ happily ほトカ wrong 

メヲェ around モミぺ ate 

¬やヲワ air ュゅバヅ るミヲセ fork 

ゲΑヱギゎ ギΒバΑ recycle るレΒムシ knife 

ベケヱ paper るボバヤョ spoon 

 りゲイセ tree ペらヅ plate 

るョゅヨホ garbage ヂΑゲョ ill 

  ペΒセケ fit 
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ゲョΕや メゅバプぺ Imperatives  

 
ゅトハΘャ¬ :るプゅッま ラヱギよ モバヘャゅよ ぺギらル ラや ょイΑ ゲョや 

- Put the garbage in the bin. 

- Eat fruit and vegetables. 

 

o  ノツル ラや ょイΑ ヶヰル モヨバャDon’t :モバヘャや モらホ 
- Don’t eat a lot of chocolate and ice-cream. 

- Don’t leave the rubbish in the desert.  
 

 
テΒジらャや ヶッゅヨャや Past Simple  

 
o  リョコ りギェヲャや ログワ ノィやゲゎヶッゅヨャや  ブΑゲダわャや リョ ラヲムわΑ ヵグャや テΒジらャやヶルゅんャや: 

:メやぽジャや 
- What did you learn? 
- Why did Allah make our world beautiful? 

 ノツル ヶッゅヨャや ヶプ メやぽシ モヨハ ギレハ(did) .ュゅヰヘわシΙや るヨヤミ ギバよ 

:れゅらをΙや 
- Allah created this wonderful world. 
- I was ill yesterday. 

 
テΒジらャや モらボわジヨャや Future Simple  

 
o :リョ テΒジらャや モらボわジヨャや ラヲムわΑ 

will + モバヘャや 
 

- You will be well tomorrow. 
- We will have a picnic next Friday. 
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ギバゎ Ι ヶわャや ¬ゅヨシΕや ヱ ギバゎ ヶわャや ¬ゅヨシΕや Countable and Uncountable Nouns  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Reading 

Vocabulary -A 
Choose the correct word from a, b and c:  

1- Ice cream ………………….my stomach. 

a- hurts  b- creates  c- recycles 

2- The doctor gave me good …………………. 

a- season  b- medicine c- fork 

3- …………………. drinks aren’t healthy. 

a- Fit   b- Wonderful c- Fizzy 

4- My mum uses a/an …………………...to cut cucumber. 

a- knife  b- fork  c- air 

5- Can I have a knife and a …………………., please? 

a- garbage  b- tree  c- fork 

6- People live………………….in Kuwait. 

a- really  b- wrongly  c- happily 

れゅらΑケギゎ Exercises 
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7- Some countries …………………. paper and plastic bottles. 

a- recycle  b- eat  c- hurt 

8- We should keep our …………………. clean. 

a- rubbish  b- garbage  c- environment 

9- Never throw …………………. on the ground. 

a- garbage  b- stomach  c- world 

     10- My mum enjoys fresh…………………. on the beach. 

a- bottle  b- rubbish  c- air 

 
Reading Comprehension -B 

Read the following text and answer: 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

            Yesterday Salem visited Ahmad because Ahmad was ill. He felt very hot. The 
doctor gave him some medicine and said: “Stay in bed and you will feel better 
tomorrow”. 

 

a) Choose the correct answer: 
1- The doctor gave Ahmed some…………………… 

a- Stomach   b- food   c- medicine 

2- Ahmed was…………………… 

a- fit    b- ill   c- healthy 

3- I can see a ………………………and a boy in the picture. 

a- doctor   b- teacher  c- fireman 

b) Answer the following question: 

4- When did Salem visit Ahmed?   
…………………………………………………………………….. 
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Writing 
A) Grammar 

Choose the correct answer from a, b and c: 
1- Don’t …………………. with the knife. 

      a- play                  b- plays                 c- playing   
  

2- …………………… your environment clean. 
      a- Keeps               b- Keep                 c- Keeping     
       

3- Nora …………………. nicely yesterday. 
      a- dance                b- dances              c- danced 

 
4- We played football……………………Friday. 

      a- tomorrow          b- next                  c- last 
 

5- My father…………………… a new house next March. 
      a- build                  b- will build         c- built 

 
6- Where ……………………you go tomorrow? 

      a- will                     b- is                      c- are 
 

7- Don’t …………………. your time, Ali. 
      a- waste                   b- wastes              c- wasting 

 
8- There……………………some tea in the class. 

       a- is                        b- are                   c- am 
 

9- Can I have an …………………, please? 
       a- egg                      b- eggs               c- book    

     
10- I can eat 3…………………. 

       a- apple                  b- apples               c- orange    
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Writing -B 
Form sentences with the help of the guided words and pictures: 

1-  (drink – orange juice)  

 

........................................................................................................................... 

  

2-  (doctor – gave –medicine). 

 

............................................................................................................................ 

  

3- (eat – healthy – fit )  

 
 ...........................................................................................................................  

 

 

C) Punctuate the following sentence: 

      i eat healthy food  

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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